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Motoyoshi Kazue

Motoyoshi Kazue is a veteran Engineer Officer and now been assigned to First Expeditionary Fleet as the
Commander of the 48th Kibō no hakobi-te (希望の運び手). Her career is known to be multi-diverse from
her starting point in Engineering to Command and additional Emergency Service as a certified firefighter.

Played by Rawolfe.

Motoyoshi Kazue

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: born on YE 25

Height: 148 cm
Weight: 43 kg

Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Flotilla Commander

Rank:  Taisa
Current Placement: First Expeditionary Fleet

Orders : Star Army Orders
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Physical Description

Kazue is similar in appearance to her fellow Type 33 Nekovalkyrja. She has brown eyes that are
noticeable due to her pale-colored skin and her shoulder-length blue hair. She is 148 cm in height and
weighs about 43 kg that adds up to her short slender posture and clean skin with no tattoos to be found.

You will rarely see Kazue with any make-up and while duty prevents her, she is rather dirty by the oil of
working on machinery. On duty, Kazue is holding strictly to the Star Army Duty Uniform, type 42. On
formal occasions, she will be wearing light make-up and can be seen in the Star Army Duty Uniform, type
35, Captains Cap type 36 and with her Star Army Officer Sword, Type 40

Personality

While it doesn't show at first, Kazue stands
behind the ethics of the Motoyoshi Clan and
believes that the Yamatai are the strongest
and best of the galaxy. Kazue stands behind
the ethics of the Motoyoshi Clan and believes
that the Yamatai are the strongest and best
of the galaxy. She still follows the virtues of
her clan, integrity, honor, honesty, loyalty,
kindness, and forgiveness while being
reverent and respectful to those who are her
superiors and peers. Kazue is like most of her
Yamatai sisters and brothers a hard work
that loves being part of the Star Army. She is
viewed as a trustworthy and loyal person
that has earned her rank over the years in
service of the empire.
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In many eyes, Kazue is an overachiever who wishes to improve herself to be more efficient and
productive to her people and in service of the Empire. She has an extended career in engineering as a
combat engineer and maintenance technician, got an additional certificate in the Emergency Service as a
qualified firefighter, and continued her career path in logistics and the operations of it. Kazue's fair
defense is that she was raised with these morals to improve herself to become the best, so she could
serve the empire at her best.

To help the empire and protect its idealism is the main drive for Kazue, but her motivation burns from the
ability to help and protect those in need. Her desire is actually to become a shop owner but seeing that
the Motoyoshi clan has different opinions about that, she has that on the last place on her list.

History

A Neko with engineering hands Motoyoshi Kazue was produced in 19日 7月 YE 25 at Hotaru Star
Fortress. From this point, Kazue was raised in the ways of the Traditions And Philosophies and trained to
become an exemplary soldier for the Yamatai Empire. However, in her training, it was noticed and later
also stimulated that Kazue had a gift for engineering and a great drive to serve the Yamatai Empire.
When her academy days were over she was assigned to the YSS Namiko and got the position as the
Maintenance Technician. Due to her skills in engineering, she moved up in ranks and eventually got
involved with the Namiko in the Battle of Murf where Kazue was forced to abandon ship as it got
destroyed. As one of the few survivors of the battle, Kazue got reassigned to the YSS Yugumo as their
Starship Systems Technician.

A clean slate For a year her career was going good until the 5XF was sent to the Great Lighthouse,
unknown of what was really going on, Kazue was devastated to find out the betrayal that had happened
and she felt for the first time helpless, angry and frustrated that she was used in such a manner. With
shame, she accepted any reassignment after those events and was transfer towards YSS Cygnet as their
Starship Systems Technician in the First Expeditionary Fleet. Even though Kazue kept to herself, she was
not going to let the Motoyoshi clan down, she would not sit back and let this eat her up. No, she would
improve herself, to better herself and believe that she could serve the Yamatai Empire to a means end.

In YE 33 she was reassigned to the YSS Yotho in the Seventh Fleet and kept her current position.
Unknown to her that the Motoyoshi Clan had helped behind the scenes to get her into a better career
path, Kazue just continued to work for the empire. Kazue gets a bitter taste when she hears that they
were returning to the Great Lighthouse to clean up house there, yet it was in her view also an
opportunity to undo what had been done in the past. Deployed at Cellondora, it was here that Kazue
skills of engineering were put to the test once again. A fleet of NMX jumped into the system and opened
fire upon them. It was a fierce battle and Kazue had seen the bad side of what a battle could do that
every day. But she survived and was recognized for it, she was granted to take the command course to
gain the officer rank.

Only going upwards She stayed on the YSS Yotho to become their new Chief Engineer as the previous
Chief had perished at the battle at Cellondora. In her service time at the Yotho, she learned herself also
to become a certified firefighter that was listed as Star Army Emergency Services on her service records.
Kazue did her best to keep morale up and going as the Yotho had to face the NXM a few more times. Due
to her guidance and leadership, she managed to keep the ship together and command reassigned her in
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YE 37 to the YSS Wakaba, a Sharie-class Battleship in service of the Seventh Fleet as their Star Army First
Officer. She oversaw operations to secure systems and hunt down remnants of the NMX that were a
threat to the Yamatai Empire.

In YE 40 YSS Wakaba was unloading cargo at Hanako's World and got surprised by the incoming attack of
the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia. The ship took severe damage and its ship's Captain perished and
Kazue was forced to take the leash. However, she and her crew held their grounds against the invaders
until backup came to push them away. Even though her Captain was revived, Kazue was given command
over the YSS Wakaba that got reassigned to First Expeditionary Fleet. It took six months for the YSS
Wakaba to get repaired at Gemini Star Fortress until she could get back into space and resume her duty
to support the Empire at her best.

The Motoyoshi Calling When the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia invaded the Kikyo Sector in YE 41,
she did her best to defend the borders at Arzank where they had push through. Thought she was recalled
to the First Expeditionary Fleet HQ for a new assignment. Little did she knew that she would become the
new Fleet Commander of the 48th Kibō no hakobi-te. The 48th got reassigned to the Tange System to
help with humanitarian relief, as Kazue leads the YSS Wakaba to Tange V where a signal is coming from
an abandoned UOC station.

Service Record
Dates Position Rank
YE 28 Maintenance Technician Santô Hei
YE 28 Maintenance Technician Nitô Hei
YE 30 Starship Systems Technician Ittô Hei
YE 33 Starship Systems Technician Jôtô Hei
YE 34 Chief Engineer Shoi
YE 35 Chief Engineer & Firefighter Chui
YE 37 Star Army First Officer Taii
YE 38 Star Army First Officer Shosa
YE 40 Star Army Starship Captain Chusa
YE 42 Fleet Commander Taisa

Skills Learned

Motoyoshi Kazue has the following notable skills:

Communications: Knowing the basic radio operation and procedures with regards to being able to
make transmissions to and receive from other (non-) military contacts. This she can do with a
normal headset, on a starship or shuttle, and in power armor in both combat and non-combat
situations.

Trade (language): fluent
Yamataigo (邪馬台語): fluent

Fighting: Due to her training in the Star Army, she has received hand-to-hand combat training,
followed up with a rigorous training programma. This includes experience and skilled in combat
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both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons.
Technology Operations: Kazue is able to operate any computer system that uses the Kesaku OS.
Engineering: With her training and expanded knowledge in the field of engineering. Kazue is able to
work with systems from various Yamatai ships and bases.

Maintenance and Repair: Basic and advance skill to perform repairs.
Mathematics: Received basic mathematics training, including up to algebra and trigonometry.
Leadership: She received with her training in command and the ability to recognizing ambush
points.

Social Connections

Motoyoshi Kazue is connected to:

Creator: Yamatai Star Empire

Motoyoshi Clan

Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko - Sister
Motoyoshi-Kotoku Sui - Sister
Motoyoshi Eri - Sister-in-law
Motoyoshi Kaoru - Niece
Motoyoshi Naoko - Niece
Kotoku Kei - Niece
Motoyoshi, Kazumi - Niece
Motoyoshi Tachiko - Niece
Motoyoshi Tio - Cousin

Motoyoshi Eidan

Inventory & Finance

Military Equipment

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor
Ke-M2-W2913 Aether/Scalar Submachine Gun
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29

Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31
Star Army Duffel Bag

Star Army Toiletry Kit
Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
Star Army Working Uniform, Type 31 2 sets of Working uniform
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 42 2 sets of Duty uniform
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 1 sets of Formal uniform
Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 2 sets
Star Army Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32
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Star Army Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
TC Type 33/C Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol

Star Army Datapad, Type 33

Normal Equipment

T-Shirts (4x)
scarf, dark red
Training bra (3x)
Sweater with the text “Engineering Rocks” (2x)
Normal bra (5x)
Leather belt (2x)
Black pants (2x)
Blue pants (1x)
Underwear (5x)
Slippers (1x).
Star Army Officer Sword, Type 40

Plots Archive
Plot Status

Episode 1: The Ghost Outpost Active
Companion Story: The struggle of connection Complete

Episode 5: (Pre-Glimmergold) Sunflowers in the Bellflower Field Complete
Episode 3: Forty-Two Complete

Episode 3 (Companion Story) - Home Complete

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/01/21 13:27 using the namespace template.

In the case rawolfe becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO, only Andrew.
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Motoyoshi Kazue
Character Owner Rawolfe
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Asagumo-jo
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taisa
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Captain
SAOY Entry Year YE 28
DOR Year YE 42
Orders Orders
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